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16D Pictures about school.
Add your picture from your favorite part of school with the caption using the grammar point.

TALES LAGO 23/06/22, 19:50 HS

Student: zart😈
I took the picture of my school because she's very pretty

Student: Arthur Nunes
ME AND MY FRIEND MAURICIO AT SCHOOL. WE STUDY IN
SANTA DOROTEIA!

Iguin🥶

This is a soccer field. It's very cool. The game gets very 

tense so it's really cool. it's small 
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•~This is the entrance to the Sports Gym!~• 

•~The Sports Gym is too big!~• 

•~Tuesday we go to the Sports Gym~• 

By:•°B R U N A B O N A T O°•

Gabiz😈👍

Gabriel↔  MENGER ↔  A foto mais linda de
todas

Gabriel Oliveira 👻🥷👻

my little friend doing a really cool pose, he's behind some 

plants and he's wearing a chisel
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Lucas
This is my school.  
It is the gymasiu the sports and is big

Space maker
Space maker 

This place is creative and very cool 
But its wierd 
Becuse its very cool 
Studant:Antônio 

Jujuh<3😊
○Me and my bests at school  
○I like the snack from 🏫 
○I love all star

Isabela
The maker space is new to the school, the space is used for
robotics and podcast. Opened in 2022 but started building in
2020. It is new because it is a technology área.
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Leonardo sordi . My friend and his penalty
imaginary.
My friend matheus . 
 My friend hitting imaginary penalty .  
My friend matheus like soccer and handball 
  

Braçu lindu Matheus Arnold
Me and my friend Nicolas  
Nicolas is cool  
We Study in Santa Dorotéia  

Braçu

Niscolas🔥🔥
This is my school. It's kids playing in the gymasium. It's my
favorite part, because we have a lot of fun games there.
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Maurício Biasoli Franceschini
IT IS THE PATIO OF MY SCHOOL. I LIKE IT BECAUSE THE SUN
IS BEAUTIFUL.

Raficha Du grau🥶
This is my School.this is my favorite part school because have
the cafeteria.its cool.
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Gabi Menger, outra foto malavilosa
Cool,cool

Student Gabriel Viegas 💩💩
this is my school. my favorite part is the soccer �eld. and my
little arm friend is playing on the court

Lauro
O monte moro is cool Im like mote moro because i like football
and basqueteball but I don't like volleyball
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This my school. 
Ir is beautiful. 
This is gimasium sport 

Dudinha😈🔥
Me and my friends in the schoolyard because it's really cool
there But it's not as nice as my house 

This is área the sports  
Is nice área 
My favourit area 
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Helena
I love my school  
My favorite Space because is close to chapel! 

I love pens 🖊, because it is cool 😎. My
favorite part it school. Cool 😎 o Gabi
Menger

Ana P

I like to go there with my classmates and teachers

Luiza

I like this place 

 

he is beautiful and has some trees 

 

It's cool
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※※※※※※

× The tree of wonders ×

~•The tree is very giant•~ 

~•Shall we have a snack under the tree?•~ 

•~The tree is very beautiful~• 

By:B R U N A B O N A T O.
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